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 ispoptimizer Total paid: I have been using a simple free service for a long time, that is more simple than this tool. Actually, it is
a cool service. You can sign up and use it for free, if you like it, you can buy upgrade your account. But this tool is not payed, I

can not buy upgrade it. Also, I am very interesting about this tool, because I have some ideas about generating all variations,
with the machine learning. It is a matter of time, when I will make it. I am not asking for a link, just a test. If you are satisfied
with this tool, you can buy an account upgrade. And if you can not buy upgrade, you can ask me about this, when it is done.

Also, I can see some problems, but I will fix them, if you need. What's this all about? This tool is made to provide "invisible"
links to the images, if they are available in the image or the featured image. Just imagine this: On a recent article, there is a

featured image. This is not a problem, because this is a featured image. The problem is: on this same article, there are more than
a 100 images of the same featured image, with various sizes. If I would make a set of 10 variations of this featured image, like

this, I would have 10 links with 10 different sizes. For the same article, the user will access 10 different images, with 10
different sizes. In my opinion, this is a mess. And the best, I have ever imagined, is that there is a link in the content of the
article, that leads to a page where all images are displayed with one click. All those things can be done by a set of javascript

code. How does it work? I am not a smart person, so I need some help here. What I will do, is to list all sizes, the first time, for
every article. I guess, there is an algorithm that calculates the best fit for the article. When this algorithm is running, it will find
the best size for the featured image in the article. At this point, I get an array with the sizes. Then I will generate the links, one

after another. If there is no featured image, this is just useless, but the 82157476af
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